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tion embracing the fundamental principles of mechanics. It I different intervals, 220 grammes of blood were introduced into I CHEESE AND NUTS. 

is true that me� can in:ent mouse-traps who are ig�oran� of �he patient's system . "After the first time he recov
.
ered the I , . . the laws of fallmg bodIes, the nature ,of, and mode m WhICh faculty of speech, and stated that before he could neIther see', Hall s Journal oj Health has a few very sensIble words on 

the radiant and undulatory forces act, and other principles of nor hear, but felt as if he were flying in the air. He is now 
I 
the use of cheese and nuts, which appear to tally, at least as 

mechanical science. But such men do not invent electric tele- in a fair state of recovery. : regards the former, with some statements we made in OUl" 
graphs, or solar microscopes, or steam engines. To be a The operation has been performed also in cases of collapse I columns, pp. 61 and 62, No.4, Vol. XVI. The editor says that 
thorough mechanic requires study, as well as to be a thorough from cholera with success, the patient in such cases becoming' if the nuts are ripe, and the cheese old (ripe), they both promote 
chemist; and we maintain that chemistry, as a science, is not almost instantaneously warmer and exhibiting most marked, digestion. They should be eaten at the close of dinner. "The 
difficult to ordinary minds. Few departments of science can 

I 
relief. The evidences are then, on the whole, favorable to the ! digestin� �gent in 

.
both is a peculiar oil which has the proper

be pursued more easily without instruction, and certainly no I operation when demanded by extreme cases, as it has no , ty of actmg chemICally on what has been eaten, and thus 
other affords more pleasure in its acquisition. I doubt in a number of instances snatched from the very jaws: preparing it for being the more easily appropriated to the 

Here, then, is a field so wide that its full extent is scarcely! of death those who otherwise could not have recovered. I purposes of nutrition. Many think that the more solid por-
appreciable, even to experts, with boundaries constantly en- .. _ eo- : tions of the nut should not be, swallowed. This is an error; 
larging, inviting all who seek either highest pleasure or profit MODERN MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. ! those particles of solid matter are not digested, it is true, but 
to enter and work. ' they are passed through the system unchanged, and act as a 

• _.. A wide field of discovery and invention still remains unex- ] me�hanical stimulant to the action of the internal organs, as 
TRANSFUSION OF BLOOD. plored in the department of musical instruments. It is weIll whIte mustard seeds, swallowed whole, are known to do, thus 

known that musicians make a distinction between those musi- ' prevonting that constipated condition of' the system which is 
The transfusion of blood, although it may have been prac- cal instruments which permit of .perfect intonation and those i so invariably productive of numerous bodily discomforts and 

ti<;led earlier than the 17th century, was somewhat extensively which are" tempered" or modified in their intervals. The' dangerous and even fatal forms of disease." , 
studied during a period ranging from 1657 to the close of that 

I 
latter include organs, pianos, and melodeons. Such instru- It .is well known that ?heese is much more largely used in 

century. The principal experimenters during this period were 
I 

ments are not, however, to be regarded as seriously defective contmentalEur.ope, and m England: Wales, and Scotland than 
Clark Lower Harwood and King in England Denys Em- on this account although it would l1e desirable to so improve here. There It takes the place, III a measure, of the flesh 

. mere;, Prevo�t, and Du�as in France, and Riva �nd Ma�fredi them that perf�ct intonation could be obtained. Indeed this food, so easily obtained here and so costly there. Here it is 
in Italy. has been attempted and with considerable succoss too, but for used mainly as a condiment or an appendage to the dessert 

The operation consists in taking blood from the vessels of a some reason the improved instruments have not enjoyed large of a meal; there it is the piece du resi8tance often of tho 
huma'n being or an animal and immediately injecting it. into popularity. laborer or hunter's meal. Judging from the u�e of it in our 
the circulatory system of another. The operation may be As a rule those instruments which are of the simplest con- hotels and restaurants, one would suppose that It was a very 
thus described: The subject into whose system the blood is struction, are the most perfect in tone, and at the same 'time costly production ; it �eve� being served u�less sp�cially or
to be transfused, has a slight opening made in a vein (if hu- most difficult to play; as examples we may mention the vio- dered, and �hen appearm� m the form .and sI�e of dICe,. a cube 
man the vein selected is generally in the left arm) sufficient lin family, large and small, the base and tenor trombones, of half an mch square bemg served WIth a pIece of pIe or a 
to admit the insertion of a small tube. At the same time French horns etc. The bugle group of instruments which plate of pudding, and always green or unripe cheese, with a 
blood is taken from the veins of another subject, and being comprisel't th� opheclides, as well as the key bugle, are fine texture like wax and a taste like f�ed s.hi�gles or toast�d 
drawn into an appropriate syringe, is injected through the instruments and capable of very fine effects both in tone and tallow. But cheese, as shown by ItS constItuents and theu 
first mentioned tube into the veins of the former. Great care execution. But they are deficient in what 'musicians callpor- proportions, is calculated to nourish and streng-then, not mere
is necessary to avoid the injection of air bubbles or small clots. tamento in singing, the gliding by insensible gradations from ly to ti.ckle the palate. New cheese is, ho,;ever, no

. 
more fit 

The operation must also be performed slowly, as otherwise a one tone to another; one of the most charming musical effects for ea�mg than new bread. Both must be rIpened, lIke natur-
fatal shock may be given to an enfeebled patient. when delicately performed with the voice, violin,or trombone. al frUIt, before they are �f any worth. . 

The first experiments of which we have record were made: This defect is common to all keyed instruments, if we except . �s to nuts, even the rIchest and most OIly are valuable ad
upon dogs, or other domesticated animals of like species, but I the flutes, upon which gliding from one tone to another can dltIO�S to our .food. The ch�stn1Jt (uncooked), t�e cocoa, . tho 
they were soon extended to transfusion of blood from an ani- be partially attained by a skillful performer. BraZIl or CastIle nut, and. pOSSIbly others, do �ot dIgest rca�Ily 
mal of one species into the veins of another of widely differ- Valve instruments while they are equal in quality of tone but .whe

.
n roa.sted(not bOIled) the chest��t, eIther domestIC or 

ent species. 'fhus the blood of sheep was injected into the to brass keyed instruments; are deficient in pOW'lr of delicate italIan, IS farmaceous, mealy, and .nutrIt�ous. The �ocoanut 
veins of dogs without apparent injury. execution, especially in rapid scale passages. The long dis- needs to be grated finely and ulllted

. 
WIth som� .

farmaceo�s 
Denys and Emmerez were the first to attempt the operation tance through which the fingers have to move in order to substance as flour or meal. The CastIle, or BraZIlIan nut, tne 

upon a human subject. They publicly injected the blood of a , work the val,:es, produces in a rapid passage more or less wa!nut: hickory, or "shagbark," and English walnut are 
sheep into the veins of an idiot upon two occasions. The first I slubbering, according to tbe degree of skill possessed by the q�Ite �Ily and unfit for. an empty stomach, but v"s a me�ns of 
operation seemed to result in no injury. In fact it was thought 'performer. dIgestI�g the foo� pr.evIO�sly taken sho�ld not be desplss�. 
that visible mental improvement was the result. The second, Notwithstanding this defect is added to the defects of the In thIS connect�on It mlght no� be. amISS to speak of the 1111-

however, resulted fatally, the patient shortly becoming.lethar- keyed instruments by the �ubstitution of valves for keys upon provem�nt m�de m nuts �y cultIvatIOn. In the valley of the 
gic and dying in that condition. This took place in 1666. In brass instruments, valved horns have attained unprecedented ConnectICut rIver, about tue �own of Glastenbul"!, Conn., ther

.
e 

1667, one Arthur Coyn volunteered to submit to the same popularity on account of the ease with which they may be are orchards of walnut or hIckory trees, as assl�uously CUltI
operation, and it was performed upon him twice by Lower and learned. There is no doubt in our mind that a more effica- vat�d as any app�e or. peach orchard; the result �s a vc�y s�
King. The first time ten ounces of sheep's blood were trans- cious device can be made for these instruments than the latest perwr nut, lar�e III sIze-:often more than three mches III Clr
fursed without apparent i.njury, but on the second trial un- improved valves, one that will combine all tho advantages of cumferonce-wlth very thm shell, and meat of unusual

,�,,:eet
favorable symptoms resulted. The same thing was done in valves with none of their defects. ness. In the Hartford market these nuts are known as Glas
Italy in 1668, but about that time Denys and Emmel'ez psr- But, leaving tbe Q).d beaten )!ii1h, there are many bodies, tcnburys," and bring a high price. Chestnuts, our own in
formed transfusion upon a Young German Baron in Paris, who capable of emitting under vibration the most beautiful sounds, digenous product, are also improved by:cultivation, until they 
was afflicted with disease of the intestines, who shortly after that have never yet been practically utilized for instrumental equal in size the coarse Italian nut while preserving the sweet 
died from res�lting inflammation. This result occurred purposes. Among these we may class glass, shells, and bars flavor of the wild or ordinary prod uct. 
upon the second operation, the blood transfused being that of of wood and steel. Of all these rude and imperfect instruments -- ... -----
a calf. have been made. Dr. Franklin's "armonica" was probably Water-Glass, or Soluble Silicate ... 

The French government then proscriqed the practice, and the most complete instrument ever constructed with glass It Water-glass, or soluble silicate of soda, has come into use 
Pope also issued an 'edict of prohibition. Prof. Harwood, of consisted of a nest of hemispherical glasses of different sizes, for a great variety of purposes. It is v, most useful substance, 
Cambridge University, strove to bring this practice again into tuned and arranged on a revolving spindle impelled by a and its nature should be better understood. We have recom
notice in 1785, and was followed by Dr. Blundell about the be- treadle, and the tips of the fingers being applied to the edges mended its use in the Journal for coating in the inside of water 
ginning of the pr8s�t century, who with Prevost and Dumas, of the glasses produced the tones. It has always seemed to cisterns, to prevent the cement from acting upon the water. 
first enunciated the true principles upon which its successful us that this instrument might be improved by the addition of This is an excellent application. It may be made of great 
application has been made. He showed that the organic dif- a finger board and action, and developed into one which would service in many ways, which our readers will understand from 
ferences in the blood of different species, could not but render not only have considerable power and facility of execution the nature of the article. 
admixture harmful, and confined the practice so far as human but also retain its marvelous sweetness of tone. There are four kinds of soluble silicates, namely,potash, 
subjects were involved, to the transfusion of human blood We have seen rude instruments made of steel bars suspen- 8oda, double, (,nd dear_ The first is composed of 15 parts pul
solely. Blundell kept a dog alive for three weeks without ded on frames which give peculiar orchestral effects. The verized quartz (a pure sand), 10 of purified potash, and 1 of 
food by transfusing into its jugular thu blood of other "dogs. well-known steel triangle is an instrument of very limited powderfld charcoal. These substances are ,first well mixed and 

We recall these facts at this time because the practice seems capacity. The bars of steel united at one end, used in music exposed to a strong heat in a glass melting-pot for five hours, 
to be coming more prominently into notice at the present time boxes, produce very pretty effects. The latter are the most until the whole fuses uniformly; the heat required beingabont 
than it has been for some years past. perfect steel instruments yet devised. " 

the same as that which melts glass. It is now lifted out, and 
A German physiologist has latterly been making some ex- We have seen instruments made of bars of wood laid upon when cool, it is broken in pieces and dissolved in about five 

periments in transfusion from which, among others, he de- wisps of straw and beaten with cork hammers like the dulci- times its bulk of boiling water. It is kept boiling for about 
rives the following conclusions: mer, which produced very' good tones and permitted conside- three hours before it is all dis�olved, and water is added as 

1. That the transfusion of blood taken from fevered animals rable execution by a skillful performer. One of these with a evaporation proceeds, so as to keep up the original quantity. 
produces fever. harp accompaniment, well performed, is worth listening to. It now becomes slimy, and iI! that state, or more diluted, is fit 

2. The transfusion of small qnantities of healthy blood (up We have seen oyster shells substituted for the wooden bars for usc in many operations. It should be placed in well-stop-
to one-tenth of its entire bulk) produced no considerable in- with good effect. pered bottles for use. 
crease of temperature. But to return to the instruments already in popular demand The second silicate is composed of 45 Ibs. of pure quartz, 23 

3d. The transfusion of large quantities of healthy blood (one- for parlor, street, and orchestra. There yet remains much to of anhydrous carbonate of soda, and 3 of powdered charcoal. 
fourth to three-fourths of the entire bulk) always caused a fe- be done with many of them ere they can be said tQ fully meet 'fhis is fused in the same manner as the other. ,By substitut
verish elevation of temperature when a corresponding vene- all requirements. The piano should be made to sustain its ing anhydrous sulphate of soda for the carbonate of sodn, and 
section had preceded the transfusion. The greater the inter- tones longer especially in the upper part of its scale. The using about eight times more charcoal, a cheaper silicate is 
val between the two operations, the more considerable the ele- celebrated Ole Bull has attempted this improvement with only formed, and both are soluble by boiling in water. Rectified 
vation of te�perature, but t1;is nevep exceeded an increase very partial success, if the critics are to be believed who alcohol precipitates the potash silicate from its water, and con
of 1 deg. C. heard its perfOI'mances at that artist's recent concerts in this verts it into a solid silicate, which is dissolvable in wuter. 

The MedicaZ Reeord also gives an account of a successful city. The melodeons, albeit improved so much during the The potash and the soda silicates mix freely with one another. 
operation for the transfusion of blood recently performed past twenty years, that they are as far removed from the The double-soluble silicate is composed of 100 parts quart7., 
by Dr. Enrico Albanese at the hospital of Palermo, Sicily. A original instruments as man is from the ape, still admit of 28 purified potash, 22 neutral anhydrous carbonate of soda, 
youth aged seventeen, named Giusoppe Ginazzo, of Cinisi, was much improvement. Their tone is yet very much inferior to and 6 of powdered charcoal. This mixture fuses much easier 
received at that establishment on the 29th of September last, that of the pipe organ, and altp,ough they are extremely use- than the other two, but three measures of' the potash silicate 
with an extenSIve ulceration of the leg, which in the end ren- ful, and we may !lay in the present state of musical require- and two of the soda silicate described, when mixed together, 
dered amputation necessary, the patient being very much ments almost indispensable, the tones ot the reeds are still so will answer for all practical applications. 
emaciateti and laboring under fever. The operation reduced inferior to those of pipes, as to warrant the prediction that 'The fourth silicate, which is applied to fixing the colors of 
him to a worse state than ever, and it became apparent that large improvement is yet to be made in this family of in- pictures, is made by fusing 3 parts pure anhydrous carbonate 
he was fast sinking, the pulse being imperceptible, the eyes struments. of soda with 2 parts of powdered quartz, which is boiled as de-
dull, and the body cold, In this emergency Dr. Albanese had • _.. scribed for the othor silicates. This is kept in a concentrated 
fecourse to the transfusion of blood as the only remedy that IT is stated that a Parisian glaslimanufacturer has produced solution, and one measure added to four parts of concentrated 
had not yet been tried. Two assistants of the hospital offered glass threads, so flexible and tenacious that they have been potash silicO:te completely saturated with quartz. By this 
to have their veins opened for the purpose, and thus at two used in sewing machines. means, silica and an excess @f alkali are obtained, which, al-
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